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Introduction. One of the important results in the classical ergodic theory is the
following theorem of Rohlin and Sinai [10].
Let (X, &, μ) be a Lebesgue probability space and let T be a measure preserving
automorphism of it.
THEOREM A.

There exists a sub-σ-algebra jrf a0& such that
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where π(T) and h(T) denote the Pinsker σ-algebra and the entropy of T, respectively.
Every such σ-algebra is said to be perfect. Perfect σ-algebras have important
applications to the investigations of mixing and spectral properties of automorphisms
(cf. [9], [10]). Shimano [11], [12] investigated helices associated with a given perfect
σ-algebra.
Theorem A has been generalized by the author in [3] as follows:
Let Zd denote the group of ^/-dimensional integers, & the null vector of Zd and •<
the lexicographical ordering of Z d , d^2.
An ordered pair (A, B) of nonempty subsets of Zd is called a cut if AϋB = Zd and
for every geA and heB it holds g<h.
A cut {A, B) is said to be a gap if A does not contain the greatest element and B
does not contain the lowest element.
Let Φ be a Z d -action on (X, έ%, μ), i.e., Φ is a homomorphism of Zd into the group
of all measure preserving automorphisms of (X, &, μ). We denote by Φ9 the
automorphism of (X, &, μ) which is the image of g e Zd under Φ.
The following result, formulated in [3] in terms of measurable partitions, is an
analogue of Theorem A for Z d -actions.
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THEOREM B.

There exists a sub-σ-algebra stf <=^ such that
Φ9srfasf

(aj

for

Q<O,

nd

( Cl )

where
( e i)

for every gap (A, B) of Zd it holds

geA

geB

where π(Φ) αwrf h{Φ) denote the Pinsker σ-algebra and the entropy of Φ respectively.
Similarly as in the one-dimensional case stf is called a perfect σ-algebra of Φ. The
essential difference between the one-dimensional and multidimensional concept of a
perfect σ-algebra is contained in the condition ( e j which one may call a continuity
condition. It is shown in [5] that there exist σ-algebras satisfying ( a J - ί d O but not (e x ).
The paper [3] also contains applications of Theorem B. It would be interesting to
know whether the results of Shimano have multidimensional analogues.
The definition of a perfect σ-algebra admits a more accessible form if we represent
the considered action Φ by a rf-tuple of natural automorphisms associated with Φ. For
simplicity we will do this only in the case d=2.
Let T and S be automorphisms which are images under Φ of the vectors (1,0) and
(0, 1), respectively. Hence for g = (m, n)eZ2 we have Φ9=Tm°Sn.
Obviously, T and S
commute. Then the conditions (a 1 )-(e 1 ) may be written as follows:
(a 2 )

(b2)
(c 2 )
(d 2 )
(e 2 )
where sίs = Vn+=°°- aA"^-

S-^as/,

V
n=
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+
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Theorem B has been sharpened in [5] (see also [4]) in the following manner.
THEOREM C. If.f c j is a sub-σ-algebra which is a factor of Φ, i.e.,
geZd, then there exists a sub-σ-algebra stf^Jtf satisfying ( a j , ( b j , ( e j and
(c 3 )

(d3)
where π(Φ\jί?) andh(Φ\j^) denote the relative Pinsker σ-algebra and the relative entropy
of Φ with respect to 2tf {for the definitions see Section 2).
A sub-σ-algebra si satisfying the properties given in Theorem C is said to be
relatively perfect with respect to J f. It is clear that a relatively perfect σ-algebra with
respect to the trivial σ-algebra is perfect.
Theorem C has been used in [5] (see also [4]) to give an axiomatic definition of
the entropy of a Zd-action.
In this paper we use this theorem to show that the concept of a relative Abaction
given by Thouvenot [13] is an extension of the concept of a AΓ-action in the sense of
Kolmogorov. Using this fact, we prove that if 2/? is a factor having an independent
complement 2tfc such that the restriction of Φ to the space (X, tfc, μ) is a ΛΓ-action,
then Φ is a relative Abaction with respect to 3tf. We also show a formula for the direct
product of relative Pinsker σ-algebras which implies that the product of relative Abactions
is a relative AΓ-action. This formula is an extension of that of Pollit [9] to Zd-actions.
These results are obtained due to the property of the exchangeability of the order of
taking suprema and intersections of nets of σ-algebras.
1. Decreasing nets of σ-algebras. Let (X, &, μ) be a probability space, Sub & the
family of all sub-σ-algebras of & &nάJr = Jr{X) the trivial sub-σ-algebra. All equalities
between sets, functions, transformations and σ-algebras are to be interpreted up to a
set of measure zero. For j / e S u b ^ we denote by L2(s/) the subspace of L2(X, μ)
consisting of functions measurable with respect to s/. The conditional probability of a
1
set Ae& with respect to s/ is denoted by μ(A\sί). For feL (X, μ) we put
fdμ and
Jx
Now, let P be a countable measurable partition of X and let P be the sub-σ-algebra
generated by P. We define the conditional entropy of P under si as
Ef=

\

AeP

and the entropy of P as H(P) = H(P\JT).
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If ^ e Sub ^ , then we define the conditional entropy of ^ under sύ by the formula

where the supremum is taken over all countable measurable partitions P such that Pa%>
and H(P) <oo.
It is easy to check that the last definition is equivalent to that of Jacobs [2].
If «fl/i, s/2 e Sub J 1 , then the symbol stf\ v J / 2 C^i v ^2) means the smallest algebra
(σ-algebra) containing s/ί and s02
In the sequel we use the following two elementary properties of the conditional
probability.
Let ^ G S u b ^ be fixed.
(1) For every jtfeSub^ with ^ 3 ^ , Ae@ and C e # , it holds

(2) If s/, Q) G Sub J* are such that «s/ v ^ and ^ are independent, then for every
it holds

Let / be a countable set directed by an ordering relation <. A net (&t)teI
for short) in S u b ^ is said to be decreasing (resp. increasing) if 0$s^>@lt (resp. <%sc<%t)
for s<t.
Let {β^) be a decreasing net in S u b ^ and let ffl^^ for all /e/. Proceeding in the
same way as in the proof of Lemma 2 in [6] we have:
LEMMA

1.

Γ\teI^t

= (

^ if and only if for every Be\/teI@lt it holds

lim sup \\μ{Λ^B\^)
i.e., for any ε>0 there exists toelsuch that
for each t<t0.
The following result is a sharpening of Theorem 2 in [6].
1. If (s/t) is a decreasing net in S u b ^ such that \/tsI^t
independent, then
THEOREM

tel

PROOF.

We define

tel

an

d ^

are
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and

for each tel. Let sel be fixed. For any Be&°, there exist sets Fl9 ...,Fq from ja/s and
pairwise disjoint sets Z > l 5 . . . , Dq from # such that

LJ
7=1

First we shall prove that
(3)

pJ

Let t el be fixed. Similarly as above for any Ae^S° there exist sets El9...,
and pairwise disjoint sets Cί9..., Cp from # such that

Ep from stt

A=(jEinCi.
It follows from (1), (2) and the independence assumption that

it
t
< max

sup

Therefore for every ί e J ° and tel it holds

max
1

sup

^ j ^ E /

Hence using Lemma 1 we get (3). Now, let Be\/teI&t
and let ε>0 be arbitrary. Then
there exists sel and a set Bε e @los such that μ(B-+BE) < ε/5. If follows from (3) that there
exists ίoel such that for t<t0 and any Ee$°t it holds
(4)

<ε/5 .
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Let t<t0 and let Ae&r Then there exists Aεe@t°t such that μ(A-^Aε)<ε/5. It follows
from (4) and basic properties of the conditional probability that

Thus for every Be\/teβt

it holds
p

tel

Ae9&t

Using again Lemma 1 we obtain the desired result.
REMARK 1. It is worth noting that Weizsacker [14] characterized decreasing
sequences (<$/„) in Sub 3ft for which it holds

n=0

n=0

Now, let (X, &, μ) and (X, J , μ) be probability spaces and let (Xx X, @® J , μ x μ)
be the direct product.
COROLLARY

1. If(^t)

is a decreasing net in S u b ^ and ^eSub Jί, then

tel

tel

PROOF. It is easy to see that the above equality is valid for <β = Jfijt). Let now
be arbitrary. It follows from Theorem 1 that

tel

tel

tel

tel

REMARK 2. The results given in Corollary 1 and the following lemma are announced in [9] without proofs.
LEMMA

PROOF.

2. For arbitrary j / e S u b ^ and j / e S u b J it holds
It is enough to show that
n0β

There exist orthonormal basis (/ α ) αe/ in L2(X, μ), (gβ)βej in L2(X, μ) and subsets /0<=/,
/ o c=/ such that (/ α ) α e / o is an orthonormal basis in L2(s/), (gβ)βej0 is an orthonormal
2
basis in L (s/).
We put haβ = fa gβ, (a9β)elχj.
It is clear that the sets (haβ,ccelo, βeJ),
(haβ, ocel, βeJ0) and (haβ, αe/ 0 , βeJ0) are orthonormal basis in L2(<$/®$), L2{β®s3}
and L 2 ( J / ® J / ) , respectively.
Let / £ l V ® ^ n W ^ ) and let cα/ϊ denote the Fourier coefficient of / with
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respect to haβ, i.e.,

),

(oc,β)elχj.

aβ
2

S i n c e / e L V ® ^ ) n L ( ^ ® i ) we have caβ = 0 for aφlo, βeJ or ocel, βφJ0, a n d /
has the following Fourier expansions:

where the first sum is taken over all (α, b)eloχjand
the second over all (α, β)elxjo.
Hence caβ = 0 for (α, β)φloχjo
and so f = Σcaβ'haβ9 where the sum is taken over all
(α, β)elox Jo. This means t h a t / e L 2 ^ ® ^ ) and the lemma is proved.
COROLLARY 2. //* (s/t) and (s?t) are decreasing nets in Sub @ and Sub J ,
respectively, then

ίe/

PROOF.

ίe/

ίe/

If follows from Corollary 1 that
ίe/

ίe/

ίe/

and similarly

ίe/

ίe/

Hence using Lemma 2 we get

ίe/

ίe/

ίe/

Since the opposite inclusion is obvious, we get the desired result.
REMARK 3. It is not difficult to show that Corollary 2 is also valid for increasing
nets of sub-σ-algebras.
We will also use in the sequel a property analogous to that given in Corollary 2,
for increasing nets of σ-algebras.
REMARK

4. If (s/t) and (s/t) are increasing nets in Sub 0& and Sub $ respectively,

then
ίe/

ίe/

ίe/

as can be easily proved.
d

2. Relative Kolmogorov Z -actions. Investigating measure preserving automor-
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phisms of a Lebesgue space with the strong Pinsker property, Thouvenot has introduced
in [13] an interesting class of factors of automorphisms—the so called entropy maximal
factors. These factors have been also objects of investigations of Ornstein [8]. Lind
used them in [7] for studying skew products on compact groups.
Now we recall the definition of these factors. Let T be an automorphism of a
Lebesgue space (X, &, μ) with h(T)< oo.
A factor Hτ = \/*™_ooTnH of Γ, where H is a finite partition of X, is said to be
entropy maximal if for every finite partition P of X, the conditions
Pτ ^ Hτ

and h(P, T) = h(H, T)

imply PT = HT.
Instead of saying that Hτ is entropy maximal one says in [13] that T is a relative
AΓ-system with respect to Hτ.
At first glance the concept of a relative ΛΓ-system seems to have no connection with
the traditional meaning of a Kolmogorov system (automorphism) for which there should
exist some special exhaustive σ-algebras for the automorphism.
However, we will show that such a connection exists, not only for single
automorphisms with finite entropy, but also for arbitrary Zd-actions. In order to do
so we introduce some concepts concerning Zd-actions.
Let Φ be a Zd-action on a Lebesgue space (X, &, μ). Let #? eSub & be a factor of
Φ. For a countable measurable partition P of X with H(P) < oo we put
h(P, Φ\3tf) =
where P~=P~.
For a given factor ^ D / w e define
*(Φ/«ΊJf ) = supλ(P,
where the supremum is taken over all partitions P with P c ^ and H(P)<oo.
By the relative entropy of Φ with respect to Jf we mean h(Φ\j^) = h(Φ/Λ\jf).
The smallest sub-σ-algebra containing all sub-σ-algebras P, where P is a countable
measurable partition such that H{P)< oo and h(P, Φ\ Jt?) = 0 is called the relative Pisker
σ-algebra with respect to jf and is denoted by π(Φ| Jf).
It is clear that the sub-σ-algebra π(Φ| Jf) is a factor of Φ with Λ(Φ/π(Φ| Jff )| Jf ) = 0.
We shall use in the sequel the following two results.
LEMMA 3 (cf. [5]).

For every factor <βz*jP it holds

DEFINITION 1.

A σ-algebra stf e Sub 0b is said to be exhaustive if it satisfies the
properties ( a j , (bx) and ( e j of perfect σ-algebras.
LEMMA 4.

If stf^tf

is exhaustive, then
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, then

If in addition,

Π
geZd

PROOF. The first part of the lemma is proved in [5]. Now let us suppose
λ(Φ|jί*)<oo. Let P, Q be countable measurable partitions of X with H(P) <oo,
>
β
H(Q)<oo, P c j / and Qc=[ \geZdΦ stf. The following equality is a relativized version
d
of the Pinsker formula for Z -actions.
(5)

h(PvQ,Φ\jίT) = h(Q,Φ\jίr) + H(P\p-vQφvJ>r),

where QΦ = \/geZdΦ9Q- The proof of (5) is analogous to that given in [1] in the case
$? = Jf. Using (5) and the inclusions P c j / , Qφ<^srf, #?<^srf we get

Hence

It follows from our assumption that h(Q,
shown the inclusion

= 0, i.e., Qczπ(Φ\jt).

Thus we have

which completes the proof.
Now we formulate an extension of the definition of Thouvenot to Zd-actions in
our notation.
DEFINITION 2. A Zd-action Φ is called a relative Kolmogorov action (K-action
for short) with respect to a factor Jf7 of Φ (or Jf is entropy maximal) if for every factor
^ 3 ^ with h(Φ/<#\jίf) = 0 it holds # = jf.
It follows immediately from Lemma 3 that in the case d= 1 and h(Φ) < oo our
definition reduces to that of Thouvenot. It is clear that in the absolute case (Jf = JV)
it coincides with the definition of a Zd-action (d^ 1) with completely positive entropy
and therefore (see [10] for d= 1 and [3] for d^2) with the definition of a K-action.
THEOREM 2. Φ is a relative K-action with respect to Jf if and only if there exists
an exhaustive sub-σ-algebra srf^tf with C\geZdΦg^ = ^
PROOF.

Since h(Φ/π(Φ\j^)\jίf) = 0 our assumption implies π(Φ\jV) = Jtf. It fol-
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lows from Theorem C that there exists an exhaustive sub-σ-algebra srf^ffl with
f] Φ*j* = π(Φ|jf).
d

geZ

Now, let us suppose s/ => Jf is an exhaustive sub-σ-algebra with
geZ*

It follows from Lemma 4 that

i.e., π(Φ|jT) = JT. If <?=> j f is a factor such that λ(Φ/«Ίjf ) = 0, then <ίί(=π(Φ| Jf) and
therefore ^cz^f, i.e., # = J^. Thus Φ is a relative K-action with respect to J T .
COROLLARY

1. Every Zd-action Φ is a relative K-action with respect to the Pinsker

σ-algebra π(Φ).
It is enough to take as si in Theorem 2 an arbitrary perfect σ-algebra of Φ.
It is shown in [3] that if h(Φ) = 0 then M is the only exhaustive σ-algebra. Therefore
in this case there are no nontrivial factors with respect to which Φ is a relative K-action.
Now, let Φ be a Zd-action with h(Φ)>0.
2. Ifjf is a factor such that there exists a factor Jfc independent of
Jf, JT v JfC = J^ and the action Φ restricted to the space (X, Jfc9 μ) is a K-action, then
Φ is a relative K-action with respect to 2tf.
COROLLARY

PROOF. It follows from Theorem 2 that there exists # e Sub 0& which is exhaustive
in (X, J^c, μ) and such that

f

(6)

geZd

Let <*/ = # v jf. It is clear that
j/

for Q<#

and /
geZd

Let a cut (A, B) of Z d be a gap. Applying Theorem 1 in the preceding section to the
9
directed set (B, <) and to the net (Φ ^)geB we get
φ9(

= Π ( #v &)= Π
ffeB

geB

fifeB

jeX

geA

This means that «s/ is an exhaustive sub-σ-algebra. In the same way using (6), we get
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geZd

geZd

It follows from Thorem 2 that Φ is a relative K-action with respect to Jf.
Now, let (X, @, μ), (X, $, μ) be Lebesgue probability spaces and let Φ, Φ be
Zd-actions on (X, &, μ) and (X, $, μ), respectively. We denote by Φ x Φ the product
action of Φ and Φ, i.e.,
(Φ x Φ)g(x, y) = (Φ9x, Φ9y),

(x9y)eXxX,

geZd .

Our next aim is to show the following:
THEOREM

3. For any factors $? and $ of Φ and Φ, respectively, it holds
π(Φ x Φ| Jf x # ) =

Let s/ and j / be relatively perfect sub-σ-algebras for Φ and Φ with respect
to ^f and «#, respectively. It is clear by Theorem C that
PROOF.

and

Let (v4, 5) be a cut of Z d which is a gap. It follows from Corollary 2 to Theorem 1
and Remark 4 that
Π (Φ x Φ)9{stf®J)=
»eΰ

Π (ΦW(χ)ΦW>
gfeβ

geB

= V Φ 5 ^® V Φ9^=
geA

geA

geA

This means that J/®.s? is exhaustive. Therefore using Lemma 4 and the fact that
and s3 are relatively perfect, we get

f| (ΦxΦ
gfeZ

d

|
»eZ

d

|

d

geZ

In order to show the opposite inclusion let us suppose that Eeπ(Φ\j^) and
Eeπ(Φ\&). We consider the partitions P and P of X and ^ respectively such that
P={£,^c},
C

C

P={E,EC}

where E = X\E and E = X\E. It follows from the definition of the relative Pinsker
σ-algebra that h(P, Φ\j>F) = 0 and /z(P, Φ|Jf) = 0. It is easy to check that
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h(PxP, Φ
where P x P is the partition of X x X defined by

PxP={ExE,Ecx

E,ExEc, Ec x Ec) .

Therefore we have h(PxP,Φx Φ | ^ ® J f ) = 0 which implies AxAeπ(Φx
Hence, by the definition of a product σ-algebra, we get the desired inclusion.
COROLLARY.

If Φ and Φ are relative K-actions with respect to Jf

and

£fr,

respectively, then ΦxΦ is a relative K-action with respect to Jf (g)Jf'.

Assuming Jίf = Jί{X) and # = Jί0t) we get an extension of the Pollit formula
(cf. [9]) to Z^-actions.
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